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WHO Field Hub Roxas
Staff: 4
Contact: averills@wpro.who.int
lakhdims@wpro.who.int

WHO Satellite Hub Eastern Samar
(2 Locations)
Staff: 4
Contact: bluemeli@wpro.who.int

WHO Satellite Hub Ormoc
Staff: 4
Contact: fikruzelekea@wpro.who.int
saavedracamposm@wpro.who.int

WHO Field Hub Tacloban
Staff: 10
Contact: fissehawoldetsadiks@wpro.who.int
jungranac@wpro.who.int

WHO Field Hub Cebu
Staff: 2
Contact: HaiyanHCCCebu@wpro.who.int

The boundaries and names shown and the designations used on this map do not imply the expression of any opinion whatsoever on the part of the World Health Organization concerning the legal status of any country, territory, city or area or of its authorities, or concerning the delimitation of its frontiers or boundaries. Dotted lines on maps represent approximate border lines for which there may not yet be full agreement. Copyright WHO Philippine Health Cluster 2013. All rights reserved.